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OBSERVATION NOTES
Meeting

:I

Day/date

: Wednesday, 26th of September 2018

Material

: Reviewing Song

Teacher Name

: Teguh Hadi Saputro, S.Pd., M.A.

Time/Place

: 12.10-13.50/Classroom 3.02A (GKB 1)

No.

Teacher Activity

1.

Time
12.10-12.15

1. Teacher greets

Student Activity

Observer Comment

1. Students

1. The teacher uses

the students and

listens to the

the method

review the last

teacher.

question and

material.

2. A few

answer to build

students ask

communication

students time to

questions to

bridge with the

ask anything

the teacher.

students.

2. Teacher gives

about ESL.
2.

12.15-12.20

1. Teacher asks

1. Students

1. The teacher uses

students “What

listens to the

this as a pre-test

is your favorite

teacher’s

and to build

song and why?”

instruction.

each of the

2. Teacher asks the

2. Students write

students’ own

students to write

the answer on

criteria of

the answer in

their paper.

reviewing song.

paper.
3. Teacher gives a
few keywords
about the reason
for choosing the
favorite song
such as lyrics,
melody, singer.
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3.

12.20-12.30

1. Lecturer asks the 1. Students

1. The lecturer

students to share

engages in a

uses the sharing

the students’

conversation

method to

answer with their

with their

develop

classmates.

classmates.

students’

2. Lecturer

2. Some students

perspective

involved in the

also having

about the criteria

sharing activity

conversation

of reviewing

as he going

with the

song.

around the class

lecturers.

2. Some of the

to join the

students are

conversation

speaking in

with some

mixed language

students.

of Bahasa and
English.

4.

12.30-12.35

1. Teacher plays a

1. Students

1. Before giving

video of a live

watch the

the material, the

performance by

video.

teacher uses this

Scotty McCreery 2. Students write

activity to see

performing the

their

the students’

song “Amazed”

comments in

way of

in American

their paper.

reviewing the

Idol.

3. A total of

song and later to

three students

develop it using

students to give

raising their

the correct

comments on the

hands after the

material.

video according

teacher asked

to each of their

the question.

2. Teacher asks the

own criteria.
3. Teacher asks
students who
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will like this
song during the
video played.
5.

12.35-12.40

1. Lecturer asks the 1. Students form
students to form

a total of 5

groups.

groups each

2. Lecturer gives a
set of puzzled
lyrics to each of
the group.
3. Lecturer gives

consists of 4
members.
2. Students
listens to the
lecturer.

instruction on the
next activity.
6.

12.40-12.50

1. Lecturer asks the 1. Students
students to

arrange the

arrange the lyrics

lyrics by

by watching and

watching and

listening to the

listening to the

video once again.

video keenly.

2. Lecturer walking
around the class
to see how the
students do.
7.

12.50-12.55

1. Lecturer asks the 1. Students

1. The lecturer

students what is

answers what

uses this activity

the song about.

the lecturer

to stimulate

asks.

students’

2. Students

perception

2. Lecturer shows
the students the
correct

checks their

towards the song

arrangement of

works with

and to engage
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the lyrics.

the correct

them to speak.

one.
8.

12.55-13.10

1. Lecturer plays

1. Each of the

1. The lecturer

the video once

group are

uses this activity

again and this

involved in an

to develop

time he instructs

in-group

students’

in each of the

debate which

perception

group to have a

causes noise

towards the song

discussion

in the class.

and to engage

whether they are

them to debate

likes the song or

with their

not and not only

groupmates.

that, they have to
come to an
agreement and
they also need to
include their
arguments upon
their choice.
2. The lecturer
walks around the
class to see how
the groups
debate.
9.

13.10-13.20

1. After the groups

1. Two members 1. The lecturer

comes with their

from each

uses this activity

own decision and

group travels

to develop

argument,

to another

students’

lecturer stops the

groups and

perception

debate and he

they start to

towards the song
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ask two members

present their

and to engage

of each group to

view which

them to debate

travel to another

sparks another

with the new

group to explain

debate.

groups.

their choice and
argument.
2. Lecturer asks the
new groups to

2. The students
finally come
to an
agreement.

have debates
over the decision
to like the song
or not according
to their
arguments and
they also have to
come to an
agreement.
10.

13.20-13.25

1. Lecturer stops

1. Students who

1. The teacher

the debate and

likes and

wants to see

asks the students

dislikes the

how the

to raise their

song raises

students’

hands if they like

their hands.

performance by

2. Some students

analyzing their

the song or not

answer the

answers after the

2. Lecturer asks

teacher’s

debates.

some students

question.

and why.

who raises their
hands about their
arguments upon
their decision.
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11.

13.25-13.30

1. Lecturer gives
feedback on how

1. Students listen 1. This is one of
keenly.

the most

well the students

important part of

are doing the

teaching, to give

song review.

feedback to the
students on their
performance.

12.

13.30-13.40

1. Lecturer plays

1. Students

1. Students are

video once again

watch the

have less

and this time he

video and

difficulties in

asks the groups

discuss with

reviewing song

to analyze the

their

after the

performance of

groupmates.

activities they

the singer and to

2. Each of the

argue about that.

group’s

2. Lecturer asks the

representation

students to take

present the

notes on the

view of each

judges’

group.

comments and

do in the class.

3. All students

what are the

agree to likes

criteria of a good

the

performance.

performance

3. Lecturer asks the

of the singer.

students to
present their
view about the
performance of
the singer and to
explain the
judges’
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comments and
criteria.
13.

13.40-13.50

1. Lecturer gives 5

1. Students

1. This is the point

random videos of

watch the

where the

the same song

videos and

lecturer asks the

performed by

take notes on

students to work

different persons

each of the

on the target

and he asks the

performer.

task which is

2. There are no

“Reviewing

students to
review each of

students asks

the videos and

question.

Song”.

upload their
reviews on the
Google
Classroom
platform in Vlog
style.
2. Lecturer asks the
students if they
have any
questions about
the material
today.
3. Lecturer closes
the class and
remind the
students to
upload their
assignments on
the Google
Classroom
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platform.
Malang, 26th of September 2018

(Teguh Hadi Saputro, S.Pd., M.A.)
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DOCUMENTATION

Photo 1. (Lecturer splitted the class into groups.)

Photo 2. (Lecturer played the video of the performance from Scotty McReery
sang the song “Amazed”)
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Photo 3. (Lecturer split the formed groups into new groups.)

Photo 4. (Lecturer asked the students’ opinions towards the song’s lyric.)
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